I. Policy Summary
A student cannot receive future academic credit for any research or clinical activity (including elective credit) from a preceding academic year.

II. Definitions
N/A

III. Policy Text
A. A student cannot receive future academic credit for any research or clinical activity (including elective credit) from a preceding academic year.
B. All credits given for selectives and electives during MSIII or MSIV years must be based on work done during the time allotted in the current MSII or MSIV year rather than relying on previous work.
C. Research could be built on previous work however to obtain credit for a selective/elective, a discrete task or project must be undertaken during the allotted time in the current year.

IV. Responsibilities
The student may not request current or future credit for academic work completed in a previous academic year.

V. Procedures
Any request for academic credit for previous work will be denied.

VI. Revision History
N/A
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